A photosensitive imaging device for recording images across the entire visible spectrum includes a set of photosensors which have a peak response around the orange part of the spectrum, about 600 nm. The peak response is obtained by combining responses of, in one case, photosensors associated with a filter which admits red or infrared wavelengths longer and photosensors associated with a filter which admits orange wavelengths and longer. In another case, the photosensor is structured to attenuate longer wavelengths, which, in combination with a filter which admits orange and longer wavelengths, can simulate a peak behavior around the orange part of the spectrum.
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PHOTOSENSITIVE IMAGING APPARATUS SENSITIVE TO ORANGE LIGHT

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE

The following U.S. patents, all assigned to the assignee hereof, are hereby incorporated by reference for their teachings relating to the structure and operation of full-color photosensitive devices such as used in office equipment and digital cameras: U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,148,268 and 5,543,838.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to color photosensitive devices, such as used in image input scanners and digital cameras, wherein light from an image received by the device is converted to a set of image signals.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Monochrome image sensor arrays typically comprise a linear array of photosensors which raster scan an image bearing document and convert the reflected light from each microscopic image area viewed by each photosensor over time to image signal charges. Following an integration period, the image signals are amplified and transferred to a common output line or bus through successively actuating multiplexing transistors.

In a well-known design of a photosensitive device such as used in an image input scanner, separate linear arrays of photosensors are arranged in parallel on a single sensor bar, and caused to move in a scan direction relative to the original image generally perpendicular to the direction of the arrays. The photosensors in each array are provided with a filter thereon of one primary color. As the sensor bar including the three rows of photosensors moves along the original image, each portion of the image area is exposed to each of the rows of photosensors. As each filtered row of photosensors moves past each particular area in the original image, signals according to the different primary color separations of that area are output by the particular photosensors in each row. In this way, three separate sets of signals, each relating to one primary color, will be produced by the linear arrays of photosensors.

In the general art of imaging, including the art of television and photographic film, it is known that the color-sensitive photoreceptors in the human eye tend to have gaussian responses which peak respectively at approximately in the blue, green, and orange parts of the spectrum, as opposed to the blue, green, and red parts to which electronic devices are typically sensitive. It would thus be desirable to have an imaging apparatus or film with a responsivity which "peaks" at orange (about 600 nm) rather than red (about 550 nm). Achieving this orange sensitivity has proven to be difficult. Light-transmissive filters which have a gaussian peak of admitting light at 600 nm exist, but tend to be difficult or expensive to manufacture.

The present invention is directed to techniques for designing a photosensitive imaging device wherein at least one set of photosensors is particularly sensitive (that is, has a response that substantially peaks) in the orange (approximately 600 nm) part of the visible spectrum.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,148,268 and 5,543,838, incorporated by reference above, disclose circuit designs for color image sensor arrays for recording full-color original images as digital data.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to one aspect of the present invention, there is provided an imaging apparatus, comprising a first set of photosensors, for recording light of a substantially red wavelength and longer wavelengths, and a second set of photosensors, for recording light of a substantially infrared wavelength and longer wavelengths. Means are provided for subtracting signals from the second set of photosensors from signals from the first set of photosensors, thereby yielding difference signals substantially related to light of substantially orange wavelengths.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an imaging apparatus, comprising a first set of photosensors, having associated therewith a light-transmissive filter for admitting light of a substantially orange wavelength and longer wavelengths. The first set of photosensors has an epiphanial layer configured to have a decreasing response with increasing wavelengths of incident light over 600 nm.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an imaging apparatus, comprising a first set of photosensors, a first light-transmissive filter for admitting light of orange and longer wavelengths to the first set of photosensors and an infrared filter for blocking light of a substantially orange wavelength and higher wavelengths to the first set of photosensors.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an imaging apparatus, comprising a first set of photosensors, a first light-transmissive filter for admitting light of a substantially orange wavelength and longer wavelengths to the first set of photosensors, and a light source, for emitting light which is reflected by an image to be recorded. The light source has an emission spectrum which is attenuated in the infrared range.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an elevational view showing the essential elements of a raster input scanner using the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a plan view showing a number of photosensitive chips as could be used in the scanner of FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a graph showing the relative response of different types of "cones" (color-sensitive photoreceptor cells) in the retina of the human eye.

FIG. 4 is a graph showing the relative response of different types of primary-color filtered photosensors in an "ideal" sensor which emulates the human eye.

FIGS. 5, 6, 7, 8 are a series of graphs showing the response effects of different filtering configurations on pho-
tosensors in a scanner, according to various embodiments of the present invention.

FIGS. 9, 10 are a plan view, showing a possible arrangement of photosensor filters according to one embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Referring to FIG. 1, there is shown an exemplary raster input scanner, designated generally by the numeral 102, of the type adapted to use a scanning array, or sensor bar, 10. Sensor bar 10 comprises a linear full width array having a scan width substantially equal to or slightly greater than the width of the largest document 103 or other object to be scanned. Documents to be scanned are supported on a generally rectangular transparent platen 104, typically glass, sized to accommodate the largest original document 103 to be scanned. A document 103 to be scanned is located either manually or by a suitable automatic document handler or feeder (not shown) on platen 104 for scanning. Array 10 is supported for reciprocating scanning movement in the scan direction depicted by arrows 105 below platen 104 by a movable scanning carriage (not shown). A lens 106 focuses array 10 on a line like area extending across the width of platen 104. One or more lamp and reflector assemblies forming a light source 107 are provided for illuminating the line-like area on which array 10 is focused.

Referring to FIG. 2, there is shown a long or full width sensor bar 10 composed of a plurality of smaller sensor chips 12 assembled together end-to-end (specific chips are identified by numerals 12a, 12b, . . . 12n) on an elongated generally rectangular rigid substrate 13.

Chips 12, which may, for example, be charged coupled devices (CCDs) or MOS sensor arrays, are relatively thin silicon dies having a generally rectangular shape. A set 16 of photosensor areas parallel the longitudinal axis of the chips. Other active elements such as shift registers, gates, pixel clock, etc., are preferably formed integrally with chips 12. Suitable external connectors (not shown) are provided for electrically coupling the chips 12 to related external circuitry.

As is well known in the art of designing full-color imaging devices, there is typically provided in a set 16 of photosensor areas different subsets of photosensors, each set being sensitive, by means of a light-transmissive color filter thereon, to one primary color. In a common design, different sets of photosensors are filtered to respond to blue, green, and red light. The outputs of the differently-filtered photosensors are then coordinated by downstream circuitry to realize a full-color image.

FIG. 3 is a graph showing the relative response of different types of "cones" (color-sensitive photoreceptor cells) in the retina of the human eye. In the human eye there are three types of cones, each cone being sensitive to one portion of the visible spectrum; more precisely, each type of cone has a largely gaussian response curve which peaks at, respectively, the points along the visible spectrum which are perceived by the brain as blue (B), green (G) and orange (O). It would be desirable to provide an imaging apparatus in which the filtering of the three types of photosensor correspond to the response of the three types of cone in the human eye.

FIG. 4 is a diagram generally similar to FIG. 3, illustrating the technical challenge of providing an imaging apparatus which thus simulates the response of the human eye. While filter materials exist which admit the primary colors blue (B) and green (G) in a reasonable approximation of the largely gaussian functions of the cones in the human eye, most known imaging devices have included red (R) filters, which peak in the red portion of the visible spectrum, at about 650 nm. It would be desirable, however, from the standpoint of emulating the human eye, to filter one set of photosensors with orange light, that is in a largely gaussian function which peaks at about 600 nm, as shown by (O) in the graph. While such orange band-pass optical filters exist, they have proven to be unsatisfactory for various reasons. The present invention is directed to various techniques for simulating this desired orange response, without use of such a filter.

In the following descriptions of FIGS. 5-8, each figure illustrates the light-transmissivity functions of a number of filters associated with photosensors in a device such as shown as chips 12 in FIG. 2. In each embodiment, there is provided separate filters for photosensor sets intended to detect blue (B) and green (G) light. Another set of photosensors is intended, according to the invention, to detect light according to a function which peaks substantially in the orange portion of the visible spectrum, according to various strategies as will be described in detail below. The basic architecture of a photosensor chip having three differently-filtered rows of photosensors in given, for instance, in U.S. Pat. No. 6,201,293.

FIG. 5 is a graph illustrating one such technique according to the present invention. In addition to the filters for B and G as shown for some photosensors, others of the photosensors in the apparatus are provided with a "red-high-pass" (RHP) filter, causing the photosensors to have the response shown in these descriptions, "high-pass" refers to longer wavelength, not higher frequency. In the illustrated embodiment, In addition to the RHP filter, the photosensors in question (and, indeed, all of the photosensors on the device) are provided with an infrared blocking filter, which has the characteristics shown as IRB. Such infrared blocking filters are indeed common in the form of a "cover glass" which covers the whole device, including the RHP filter on a particular set of photosensors. In the illustrated embodiment, the RHP filter reaches an upper plateau of effectively maximum transparency at about 620 nm, while the IRB filter is effectively transparent up to 600 nm. The combination of the RHP and IRB functions, applied to a single set of photosensors, can yield a response generally approximating the pure orange filter O in FIG. 4.

Another technique to obtain a similar result as use of the infrared blocking filter is to design a light source, such as indicated as 107 in FIG. 1, which emits light which is attenuated with respect to infrared light; in other words, the properties of the light source 107 can simulate the behavior of an infrared blocking filter.

FIG. 6 is a diagram showing another embodiment of the present invention. Instead of a red high-pass filter as shown in FIG. 5, there is used an orange high-pass (OHP) filter. (Materials for both the RHP and OHP filters are commercially available.) Here, the OHP filter has a plateau of full transparency at 600 nm and longer wavelengths, while the IRB is fully transparent up to 600 nm. This arrangement can provide a combination function which peaks, as shown, at about 600 nm, a better approximation of a pure orange band-pass filter.

FIG. 7 is a diagram showing another embodiment of the present invention. As in the FIG. 6 embodiment, a set of photosensors is provided with an orange high-pass (OHP) filter. The OHP filter provides one boundary, as shown, for defining the response up to about the 600 nm mark. For
progressively attenuating signals above the 600 nm mark, and thus yielding a response peak at about 600 nm or slightly shorter wavelengths, the embodiment provides for a CMOS photosensor (of a type well-known in the art) having an epitaxial layer (i.e., where charges are generated in response to incident light) having a structure configured to have a decreasing response with increasing wavelengths of incident light over 600 nm. Specifically, according to one embodiment, this epitaxial layer should be of a thickness of approximately 2 μm; such a thickness yields the response above 600 nm shown. The epitaxial layer can be provided not only on photosensors provided with the OHP filter, but on all photosensors as well.

FIG. 8 is a diagram showing another embodiment of the present invention. In this case, in addition to photosensors being filtered to accept blue and green (i.e., primary colors) light, one set of photosensors is effectively provided with an orange high-pass (OHP) filter, which has a plateau of transparency at 600 nm in this embodiment, and another set of photosensors is provided with a red high-pass (RHP) filter, having a plateau at about 690 nm, as shown. Also shown in the diagram is a line, marked D, representative of the difference in responses OHP–RHP. This difference function, it can be seen, is largely similar to the ideal orange response in the FIG. 4 graph, in this embodiment peaking at just under 600 nm. Thus, according to this embodiment, signals from an RHP-filtered photosensor are subtracted from the signals from an OHP-filtered photosensor when the two photosensors are "looking at" approximately the same small area in an image being recorded, and this difference signal will correspond to the "orange" component of the image, much as if a simple orange band-pass filter were present.

FIG. 9 is a plan view showing a possible arrangement of photosensors according to the FIG. 8 aspect of the present invention (what is shown is a small portion of a larger array on a chip such as 12 in FIG. 2). There are provided three rows (linear arrays) of photosensors, one row being filtered blue (B), and another filtered green (G). The third row is filtered with alternating red high pass (RHP) and orange high pass (OHP) filters. (More broadly, it can be said that the OHP filtered and RHP filtered photosensors are commingled within an array; for example, there may be one OHP photosensor interspaced between groups of two or three RHP photosensors, or some other arrangement besides one-by-one alternation.)

In order to obtain the combination response of FIG. 8 above, the resulting signals from the differently-filtered photosensors can be effectively combined through downstream circuitry, by in effect subtracting the IRB signal from the RHP signal from a neighboring photosensor. This subtraction of signals (by subtraction means, not shown) can be done by, for instance, feeding outputs from neighboring filtered photosensors into analog circuitry which effects the subtraction in signals, or by subsequent digital image processing. Given the typical scale of photosensors relative to images being recorded in office equipment, it is largely immaterial that the RHP and OHP photosensors in each neighboring pair “look at” slightly different small areas in the original image.

What is claimed is:

1. A photosensitive imaging apparatus, comprising:
   a first set of photosensors, for recording light of a substantially orange wavelength and longer wavelengths;
   a second set of photosensors, for recording light of a substantially red wavelength and longer wavelengths; and
   means for subtracting signals from the second set of photosensors from signals from the first set of photosensors, thereby yielding difference signals substantially related to light of substantially orange wavelengths.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the first set of photosensors is associated with a filter which has a plateau of transparency for wavelengths for approximately 600 nm and longer wavelengths.

3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the second set of photosensors is associated with a filter which has a plateau of transparency for approximately 675 nm and longer wavelengths.

4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the first set of photosensors is commingled among the second set of photosensors.

5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the first set of photosensors and the second set of photosensors are disposed within a single linear array.
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